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Ahstmct: This paper proves a symplectic reduction by stages theorem in the context of geometric mechanics 
on symplectic manifolds with symmetry groups that are group extensions. We relate the work to the semidirect 
product reduction theory developed in the 1980’s by Marsden, Ratiu, Weinstein, Guillemin and Sternberg as 
well as some more recent results and we recall how semidirect product reduction finds use in examples. such 
as the dynamics of an underwater vehicle. 
We shall start with the classical cases of commuting reduction (first appearing in Marsden and Weinstein, 
1974) and present a new proof and approach to semidirect product theory. We shall then give an idea of how 
the more general theory of group extensions proceeds (the details of which are given in Marsden, Misiotek. 
Perlmutter and Ratiu, 1998). The case of central extensions is illustrated in this paper with the example of the 
Hetsenberg group. The theory, however, applies to many other interesting examples such as the Bott-Virasoro 
group and the KdV equation. 
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tensions. 
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1. Introduction and background 
The problem setting. Consider a Lie group M that acts on a symplectic manifold (P, ‘2) by 
symplectic transformations and that this action has an equivariant momentum map JM : P + 
m*. where m is the Lie algebra of M. Let N be a normal subgroup of M. The problem is to 
carry out the symplectic reduction of P by M in two steps, first a reduction of P by N and 
followed by, roughly speaking, a reduction by the quotient group M/N. 
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This seemingly straightforward problem is remarkably subtle and when properly understood, 
has a surprising number of consequences, applications and links with other subjects. These 
include subjects as diverse as classifying coadjoint orbits, applications to underwater vehicle 
dynamics, and links to induced representations and quantization. We shall survey some of the 
literature in this area below. 
It is a great pleasure and honor to dedicate this paper to one of the giants in this field, Victor 
Guillemin. We hope it will do justice to his love of symplectic geometry and symmetry and in 
particular, his work with Shlomo Sternberg on semidirect products. 
Poisson reduction. Perhaps the simplest context in which one can understand a result of this 
sort is that of “easy Poisson reduction.” That is, assuming that the group actions are free and 
proper, one simply forms the quotient manifold P/M with its natural quotient Poisson structure 
(see Marsden and Ratiu [28] for an exposition of this standard theory). An easy result that the 
reader can readily prove is that 
P/M is Poisson difSeomorphic to (P/N)/(M/N). 
A more ambitious task, which we undertake in this paper, is to keep track of the symplectic 
leaves in this process. 
We do not attempt to carry out a reduction by stages in the more sophisticated context of 
Poisson reduction of Marsden and Ratiu [27] (see also Vanhaecke [43]). This would be an 
interesting problem, but it is not addressed here. 
Lagrangian reduction by stages. The companion paper of Cendra, Marsden and Ratiu [8] 
carries out the analogue of this program for the reduction of Lagrangian systems by stages 
(following the development of Lagrangian reduction of Cendra and Marsden [6], Cendra, Ibort 
and Marsden [7], and Marsden and Scheurle [3 1,321). In Lagrangian reduction, it is variational 
principles that are reduced, as opposed to symplectic or Poisson structures. In the context 
of Lugrangian reduction of semidirect products, this is closely connected with the beautiful 
variational theory of the Euler-Poincare equations; see Holm, Marsden and Ratiu [ 15,161. 
Symplectic reduction. Recall that for a group G (whose Lie algebra is denoted 0) acting on 
a symplectic manifold (P, S-22) and with an Ad-equivariant momentum map J : P + g”, the 
symplectic reduced space is defined by P@ = JJ’ (p)/G&, where p E g* is a regular value of J, 
G, is the isotropy subgroup for the coadjoint action of G on g*, and we assume that G, acts 
freely and properly on the level set J-’ (p). The reduced manifold is a symplectic manifold in 
a natural way: the pull back of the given symplectic structure to the level set of J equals the 
pull back of the reduced symplectic structure by the natural projection map rep : J-’ (p) + Pw 
to the quotient space. This is the well known Marsden-Weinstein-Meyer symplectic reduction 
theorem (see, e.g., Abraham and Marsden [l] or Guillemin and Stemberg [ 1 l] for expositions). 
The regularity and free and proper assumptions can be somewhat weakened (for example, 
to weakly regular values) as is well known. On the other hand, we do not treat the singular 
case in this paper-it would of course be of interest to do so, following Arms, Marsden and 
Moncrief [2], Sjamaar and Lerman [40], Ortega and Ratiu [36], and various subsequent papers. 
We also need to keep in mind that one can discuss the reduction of dynamics; thus, if H is 
a Hamiltonian on P that is G invariant, it induces a Hamiltonian HLc on each of the reduced 
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spaces, and the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields XH and XH,, are x,-related. The reverse 
of reduction is reconstruction and this leads one to the theory of classical geometric phases 
(Hannay-Berry phases); see Marsden, Montgomery and Ratiu [26]. There are of course many 
important results related to reduction and to the structure of reduced spaces some of which we 
will encounter later; we refer to [l] and Marsden [23] for some of the general results and for 
additional references. 
The organization of the paper. The strategy of the paper is to proceed step by step as follows: 
1. The case of the direct product of two groups (commuting reduction). 
2. The case of the semidirect product of a group with a vector space (the Euclidean group, 
groups relevant for compressible flow, etc.). 
3. The case of group extensions (when a given group has a normal subgroup). 
We do this in a way where the result at one step leads naturally to the approach at the next step. We 
also mention a number of interesting examples along the way. Many of the deeper and more exten- 
sive parts of the work will be left to another paper, Marsden, Misiolek, Perlmutter and Ratiu [25]. 
2. Commuting reduction 
Theorems on reduction by stages have been given in various special instances by a number of 
authors, starting with time-honored observations in mechanics such as the following: When you 
want to reduce the dynamics of a rigid body moving in space,$rst you can pass to center of mass 
coordinates (that is, reduce by translations) and second you can pass to body coordinates (that is, 
reduce by the rotation group). For other problems, such as a rigid body in a fluid (see Leonard and 
Marsden [2 I]) this process is not so simple; one does not simply pass to center of mass coordinates 
to get rid of translations. This shows that the general problem of reducing by the Euclidean group 
is a bit more subtle than one may think at first. In any case, such procedures correspond to a 
reduction by stages result for semidirect products. But we are getting ahead of ourselves; we 
need to step back and look first at an even simpler case, namely the case of direct products. 
The early version of Marsden and Weinstein [33, p. 1271 states that for two commuting group 
actions, one could reduce by them in succession and in either order and the result is the same as 
reducing by the direct product group. One version of this result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 (Commuting Reduction Theorem). Let P be a symplectic manifold, K be a Lie 
group (with Lie algebra P) acting symplectically on P and having an equivariant momentum 
map JK : P -+ e*. Assume that v E P* is a regular value of JK and that the action of K,, is 
free and proper, so that the symplectic reduced space P, = J,t (v)/K, is a smooth manifold. 
Let G be another group (with Lie algebra s) acting on P with an equivariant momentum map 
JG : P --+ &. Assume t.~ is a regular value for the G-action. Suppose that the actions of G and 
K on P commute. Then JC x JK is a momentum map for the action of G x K on P and 
(i) If JK is G-invariant and K is connected, then JC is K-invariant and JG x JK is equivariant. 
Moreover, G induces a symplectic action on P,, and the map J, : P, -+ g* induced by JG is 
an equivariant momentum map for this action. 
(ii) The (symplecticj reduced space for the action of G on P, at p is symplectically diffeo- 
morphic to the reduction of P at the point (p, u) by the action of G x K. 
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For example, in the dynamics of a rigid body with a fixed point and two equal moments of 
inertia moving in a gravitational field, there are two commuting S’ symmetry groups acting on 
the phase space T*S0(3). These actions commute since one is given by (the cotangent lift of) 
left translation and the other by right translation. The corresponding integrals of motion lead to 
the complete integrability of the problem. One can reduce by the action of these groups either 
together or one following the other with the same final reduced space. 
This result may be viewed in the general context discussed in the introduction by taking 
M = G x K with the normal subgroup being chosen to be either G or K, so that the quotient 
group of M is the other group. 
Proof of the Commuting Reduction Theorem. It is instructive to build up to the general 
reduction by stages theorem by giving direct proofs of some simpler special cases; these special 
cases not only point the way to the general case, but contain interesting constructions that are 
relevant to the cases treated. The general case has some subtleties not shared by these simple 
cases, which will be spelled out as we proceed. 
(i) First of all, note that the G-invariance of JK implies that d(J,y, q) . ep = 0 for all 6 E g 
and q E I!. However, 
d(Jc, f) . VP = d(Jc, t) . XuK,q) 
= I(Jc> 0, (JK, 17)) 
= -d(JK> v) . X(J& 
= -d(JK. r) . CP 
= 0, 
from which we conclude K-invariance of JG. 
Also, for all z E P and (g, k) E G x K we have 
(JG x JK) ((g, k) . z> = (JG(g . k . z>, JK(~ . k. z>> 
= (g . JG(z), k *J/c(z)) 
= (8, k) . (JG x JK) Cd, 
(2.1) 
where we have used the invariance of JG and JK . 
Let the action of g E G on P be denoted by Q, : P + P. Since these maps commute with 
the action of K and leave the momentum map JK invariant by hypothesis, there are well defined 
induced maps *i : J,‘(u) -+ Ji’(v) and \zI,,, : P, -+ P,, which then define actions of G on 
J;’ (v) and on P,. 
Let n, : JK’(u) + P, denote the natural projection and i u : JK’ (u) --+ P be the inclusion. 
We have by construction, 9,,, o n, = x, o q; and 9, o i, = i, o q;. The symplectic form on 
the reduced space is characterized by iz!d = rttC2,. Therefore, 
n,*Q,*.,52, = (Q,“)*lrJS2, = (@,,V)*iJQ = is\lk*S2 = i:sZ = n,*R,. 
Since n, is a surjective submersion, we may conclude that 
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Thus, we have a symplectic action of G on P,. 
Since Jo is invariant under K and hence under K,,, there is an induced map J, : P,! + g* 
satisfying J, o n, = Jo o i,. We now check that this is the momentum map for the action of 
G on P,,. To do this, first note that for all c E g, the vector fields 6~ and $P, are n,#-related. 
Denoting the interior product of a vector field X and a form cx by ixa, we have 
n,L (itp,,%) = i,,i,TR = iJ (icpS2) = i: (d(Jc, 6)) = n,T (d(J,. t)>. 
Again, since n, is a surjective submersion, we may conclude that 
i,,,, Q2, = d(J,,, 6) 
and hence J,, is the momentum map for the G action on P,. Equivariance of J, follows from 
that for Jo, by a diagram chasing argument as above, using the relation J, o rr, = Jo 0 i,. and 
the relations between the actions of G on P, J;‘(u), and on P,. 
(ii) The equivariant momentum map for the action of the product group G x K is verified to 
be J(; x JK : P + g* x t*. We begin with the inclusion map 
j : (JG x J&‘(pLL, v> -+ J;‘(V) 
Composing this map with n, gives the map 
rr,, 0 j : (JG x JK)-‘(LL u) -+ P,. 
This map takes values in J;’ (p) because of the relation J, o xv = Jo o i,. Using the same name. 
we get a map: 
n,, oj : (JG x JK)-‘(P, u) + J,‘(P). 
This map is equivariant with respect to the action of G, x K,, on the domain and G,, on the 
range. Thus, it induces a map 
[XL> 0 jl : P(p.1,) + (P”>~. 
An argument like that in i shows that this map is symplectic. 
We will show that this map is a diffeomorphism by constructing an inverse. We begin with 
the map 
defined as follows. Choose an equivalence class [p]” E J;*(,u) c P, for p E J;‘(u). The 
equivalence relation is that associated with the map n,; that is, with the action of K,. For each 
such point, we have p E (Jo x JK)-‘(p, u) since by construction p E Jil (u) and also 
JG(P) = (JG 0 i,)(p) = J,([pl,) = P. 
Hence, it makes sense to consider the class [p]~,,,, E Pc~,~,. The result is independent of the 
representative, since any other representative of the same class has the form k . p where k E K,, 
This produces the same class in Ptp,“, since for this latter space, the quotient is by G, x K,,. 
The map 4 is therefore well defined. 
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This map 4 is G,-invariant, and so it defines a quotient map 
I41 : vv>p + Q&v). 
Chasing the definitions shows that this map is the inverse of the map [n, o j] constructed above. 
Thus, both are symplectic diffeomorphisms. Cl 
3. Semidirect products 
3. I. Summary 
Background and literature. In some applications one has two symmetry groups that do not 
commute and thus the commuting reduction by stages theorem does not apply. In this more 
general situation, it matters in what order one performs the reduction. 
The main result covering the case of semidirect products is due to Marsden, Ratiu and 
Weinstein [29,30] with important previous versions (more or less in chronological order) due 
to Sudarshan and Mukunda [42], Vinogradov and Kupershmidt [44], Ratiu [37], Guillemin 
and Sternberg [lo], Ratiu [38,39], Marsden [22], Marsden, Weinstein, Ratiu, Schmidt and 
Spencer [34], Holm and Kupershmidt [ 141 and Guillemin and Sternberg [ 1 I]. 
The general theory of semidirect products was motivated by several examples of physical 
interest, such as the Poisson structure for compressible fluids and magnetohydrodynamics. 
These examples are discussed in the original papers. For some additional (very useful!) concrete 
applications of this theory, we refer to the literature already cited and, for underwater vehicle 
dynamics, to Leonard and Marsden [21]. 
We shall first state the “classical” result and then shall give a more general one concerning 
actions by semidirect products on general symplectic manifolds. 
Statement of the theorem. The semidirect product reduction theorem states, roughly speaking, 
that for the semidirect product S = G @ V where G is a group acting on a vector space V and 
S is the semidirect product, one can first reduce T*S by V and then by G and one gets the same 
result as reducing by S. We will let 5 denote the Lie algebra of S so that 5 = g @ V. Below we 
shall review the relevant conventions and notations for semidirect products in detail. 
We now state the classical semidirect product reduction theorem precisely. 
Theorem 3.1 (Semidirect Product Reduction Theorem). As above, let S = G @ V and choose 
o = (p, a) E g* x V* and reduce T*S by the action of S at o giving the coadjoint orbit 
Cl, through o E 5*. There is a symplectic difleomorphism between Cl, and the reduced space 
obtained by reducing T”G by the subgroup G, (the isotropy of G for its action on V* at the 
point a E V*) at the point pIgO where ga is the Lie algebra of G,. 
Remarks. Note that in the semidirect product reduction theorem, only a and pIea are used. 
Thus, one gets, as a corollary, the interesting fact that the semidirect product coadjoint orbits 
through ~1 = (p 1, al) and a2 = (~2, a2) are symplectically diffeomorphic whenever al = 
a2 = a and ~1 la. = ~21ay. We shall see a similar phenomenon in more general situations of 
group extensions later. 
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Semidirect Product Actions. The preceding result is a special case of a theorem we shall 
prove on reduction by stages for semidirect products acting on a symplectic manifold. To state 
this more general result, consider a symplectic action of S on a symplectic manifold P and 
assume that this action has an equivariant momentum map JS : P + s*. Since V is a (normal) 
subgroup of S, it also acts on P and has a momentum map JV : P + V* given by 
where iv : V A 4 is the inclusion u H (0, ZJ) and i; : B* -+ V* is its dual. We carry out the 
reduction of P by S at a regular value g = (p, a) of the momentum map JS for S in two stages 
using the following procedure. First, reduce P by V at the value a (assume it to be a regular 
value) to get the reduced manifold P, = J,‘(a)/ V. Second, form the group G, consisting of 
elements of G that leave the point a fixed, using the action of G on V*. We shall show shortly 
that the group G,, acts on P, and has an induced equivariant momentum map J, : P, -+ 8:. 
where gU is the Lie algebra of G,. Third, reduce P, at the point p0 := pleU to get the reduced 
space (PcI)IIO = J;‘(P~)I(G,),,~. 
Theorem 3.2 ( Reduction by Stages for Semidirect Product Actions). The reducedspace (P,),,, 
is svmplectically diffeomorphic to the reduced space P, obtained by reducing P by S at the 
point cr = (p, a). 
We recover the preceding theorem by choosing P = T*S. The commuting reduction theorem 
for the case in which K is a vector space results from semidirect product reduction when we 
take the action of G on K to be trivial. This already suggests that there is a generalization of the 
semidirect product reduction theorem to the case in which V is replaced by a general Lie group. 
We give this more general result later. Note that in the commuting reduction theorem, what we 
called u is called a in the semidirect product reduction theorem. 
The original papers of Marsden, Ratiu and Weinstein [29,30] give a direct proof of Theo- 
rem 3.1 along lines somewhat different than we shall present here. The proofs we give in this 
paper have the advantage that they work for the more general reduction by stages theorem. 
Classifying orbits. Combined with the cotangent bundle reduction theorem (see Marsden [23] 
for an exposition and references), the semidirect product reduction theorem is a very useful tool. 
For example, using these techniques, one sees readily that the generic coadjoint orbits for the 
Euclidean group are cotangent bundles of spheres with the associated coadjoint orbit symplectic 
structure given by the canonical structure plus a magnetic term. We shall discuss this example 
in detail later. 
Reducing dynamics. There is a method for reducing dynamics that is associated with the 
geometry of the semidirect product reduction theorem. In effect, one can start with a Hamiltonian 
on either of the phase spaces and induce one (and hence its associated dynamics) on the other 
space in a natural way. For example, in many applications, one starts with a Hamiltonian H, on 
T*G that depends parametrically on a variable a E V*; this parametric dependence identifies 
the space V* and hence V. The Hamiltonian, regarded as a map H : T*G x V* + R should 
be invariant on T*G under the action of G on T*G x V*. This condition is equivalent to the 
invariance of the corresponding function on T *S = T*G x V x V* extended to be constant 
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in the variable V under the action of the semidirect product. This observation allows one to 
identify the reduced dynamics of H, on T* Q reduced by G, with a Hamiltonian system on B* 
or on the coadjoint orbits of s*. For example, this observation is extremely useful in underwater 
vehicle dynamics (again, see Leonard and Marsden [21]). 
3.2. Generalities on semidirect products 
Now we embark on the proof of the semidirect product reduction theorem. We begin by 
recalling some definitions and properties of semidirect products. Let V be a vector space and 
assume that the Lie group G acts (on the left) by linear maps on V, and hence G also acts on its 
dual space V*. As sets, the semidirect product S = G @ V is the Cartesian product S = G x V 
and the group multiplication is given by 
where the action of g E G on u E V is denoted simply as gv. The identity element is (e, 0) and 
the inverse of (g, v) is given by (g, v)-’ = (g-r, -g-‘u). The Lie algebra of S is the semidirect 
product Lie algebra B = g @ V. The bracket is given by 
where we denote the induced action of 0 on V by concatenation, as in 61~2. 
Below we will need the formulas for the adjoint and the coadjoint actions for semidirect 
products. Denoting these and other actions by simple concatenation, they are given by (see, e.g., 
Marsden, Ratiu and Weinstein [29,30]): 
(g, u)(4, u) = (&> gu - P&C)) 
and 
(g, u)(p, a) = (gp + p,*(ga), sa), 
where(g,u)ES=GxV,(C;,u)Es=BxV,(~,a)E5*=8*xV*,andwherep,:B~ V 
is defined by p,(e) = cu, the infinitesimal action of e on u. The map p,* : V* + g* is the dual 
of the map pv. The symbol ga denotes the (left) dual action of G on V*, that is, the inverse 
of the dual isomorphism induced by g E G on V. The corresponding (left) action on the dual 
space is denoted by $a for a E V*, that is, 
(ta, u) := - (a, cu) . 
Lie-Poisson brackets and Hamiltonian vector fields. For completeness, we give the formula 
for the f Lie-Poisson bracket of F, K : s’ -+ IF%: 
13.1) 
where 6F/6~ E +J, 6F/6a E V are the functional derivatives. Also, one verifies that the 
Hamiltonian vector field of H : s* + R is given by 
(3.2) 
Synplectic reductionfiw group extension5 1x1 
Symplectic actions by semidirect products. Next we consider a symplectic action of S 
on a symplectic manifold P and assume that this action has an equivariant momentum map 
JS : P + B*. Since V is a (normal) subgroup of S, it also acts on P and has a momentum map 
Jv : P + V” given by 
JV = i; 0 Js, 
where iv : V + B is the inclusion u H (0, V) and it : s* + V* is its dual. We think of this 
merely as saying that Jv is the second component of Js. 
We can regard G as a subgroup of S by g H (g, 0). Thus, G also has an equivariant 
momentum map JG : P + g* that is the first component of JS but this will play a secondary 
role in what follows. On the other hand, equivariance of JS under G implies the following 
relation for Jv: 
Jvkz) = gJv(z), (3.3) 
where z E P and we denote the appropriate action of g E G on an element by concatenation. 
as before. To prove (3.3) one uses the fact that for the coadjoint action of S on s* the second 
component is just the dual of the given action of G on V. 
3.3. The reduction by stages construction 
We carry out reduction of P by S at a regular value 0 = (p, a) of the momentum map J.7 
for S in two stages (see Fig. 3.1). 
._. First, reduce P by V at the value a E V* (assume it to be a regular value) to get the reduced 
manifold P,, = J;‘(a)/ V. Since the reduction is by an Abelian group, the quotient is done 
by the whole of V. We will denote the projection to the reduced by 
I-C, : J;’ (a) -+ P,. 
--- Second, form the group G, consisting of elements of G that leave the point a fixed using 
the induced action of G on V*. As we show below, the group G, acts on P,, and has an 
induced equivariant momentum map J, : P, -+ &, where ga is the Lie algebra of G,, 
--- Third, using this action of G,, reduce P, at the point pu, := p 1 g, to get the reduced manifold 
(PC,),<, = J,’ (~a>/(Go>,<<. 
We next check these claims. 
Inducing an action. We first check that we get a symplectic action of G,, on the V-reduced 
space P,. We do this in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. The group G, leaves the set J;’ (a) invariant, 
Proof. Suppose that J”(z) = a and that g E G leaves a invariant. Then by the equivariance 
relation noted above, we have Jv(gz) = gJv(z) = ga = a. Thus, G, acts on the set J,‘(a). 
0 
Lemma 3.4. The action of G, on Jvl (a) constructed in the preceding lemma, induces an action 
q0 on the quotient space P, = J,‘(a)/V. 
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Figure 3.1. A schematic of reduction by stages for semidirect products 
Proof. If we let elements of the quotient space be denoted by [z],, regarded as equivalence 
classes, then we claim that g[& = [gzla defines the action. We only need to show that it is 
well defined. Indeed, for any v E V we have [z], = [vz],, so that identifying 2, = (e, v) and 
g = (g, 0) in the semidirect product, it follows that 
Igvzl, = [(g, We, v)zl, = [(g, gv).& = [(e, gv)(g, WzL = [(gv)(gz)L 
= [gzla. 
Thus, the action W” : (g, [z],) E G, x P, H [gzl, E P, of G, on the V-reduced space P, is 
well defined. 0 
The induced action is symplectic. Our next task is to show that the induced action just obtained 
is symplectic. 
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Lemma 3.5. The action 9” of G, on the quotient space P, = J;‘(a)/ V constructed in the 
preceding lemma, is symplectic. 
Proof. Let n, : J;‘(a) + P, denote the natural projection and i, : J;‘(a) + P be the 
inclusion. Denote by q’R : P -+ P the action of g E G on P. The preceding lemma states that 
(i, 3 +,)l,v~Caj = *, o i, for any g E G,. By construction, *fi” o n, = (7t, o *g)]Jm~ca,. The \’ 
characterization izS’2 = n,“C& of the reduced symplectic form 52, on P, yields then 
Since r, is a surjective submersion, we conclude that 
(q)*s& = 52,. 
Thus, we have a symplectic action of G, on P,. 0 
An induced momentum map. We next check that the symplectic action obtained in the 
preceding lemma has an equivariant momentum map. As we shall see later, in more general 
cases, this turns out to be a critical step; in fact, even for central extensions, the momentum map 
induced at this step need not be equivariant-it is a special feature of semidirect products, about 
which we shall have more to say later. 
Lemma 3.6. The symplectic action W on the quotient space P, = J;’ (a)/ V has an equivari- 
ant momentum map. 
Proof. We first show that the composition of the restriction JS IJ;l Caj with the projection to gz 
induces a well defined map J, : P, + 0%. To check this, note that for z E J;‘(a), and c E gn, 
equivariance gives 
(Js(uz), C) = (~Js(z), C) = ((e, u)Js(z), 0 = (Js(z), (e, u)Y’(6,0)). 
Here, the symbol (e, v))‘(t, 0) means theadjoint actionofthegroupelement (e, u))’ = (e? --II> 
on the Lie algebra element (c, 0). Thus, (e, v)-’ (<, 0) = (c, cv), and so, continuing the above 
calculation, and using the fact that JV (z) = a, we get 
(Js(uz), 6) = (Js(z), (e9 Cu)) = (JG(z), 4) + (Jv(z), Cu) = (JG(z), 6) - (<a. u) 
= (Jc(z), 6). 
In this calculation, the term (ea, v) is zero since 6 E ga. Thus, we have shown that the expression 
(J,Kzl,>, 6) = (JG(z). 6) 
for c E ga is well defined. Here, [z], E P, denotes the V-orbit of z E J;‘(a). This expression 
may be written as 
where 1, : gu -+ g is the inclusion map and 1: : g* -+ 02 is its dual. 
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Next, we show that the map J, is the momentum map of the G,-action on P,. Since the vector 
fields 6~ 1 (J;’ (0)) and cp, are no-related for all 6 E ga, we have 
n,* (icpOR,) = itpi,* = iz (ic,52) = i,* (d (Jc, 6)) = n,* Cd (J,, 6)). 
Again, since n, is a surjective submersion, we may conclude that 
&,Q, = d(J,, <) 
and hence J, is the momentum map for the G, action on P,. 
Equivariance of J, follows from that for JG, by a diagram chasing argument as above, using 
the identity J, o n, = lf o JG o i, and the relations between the actions of G on Jv’ (a) and of 
G,onP,. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Having established these preliminary facts, we are ready to prove the 
main reduction by stages theorem for semidirect products. 
Let c = (p, a). Start with the inclusion map 
j : J;‘(a) -+ J,‘(aj 
which makes sense since the second component of cr is a. Composing this map with n,, we get 
the smooth map 
n, o j : J,‘(o) -+ Pa. 
This map takes values in J;’ (pa) because of the relation J, o n, = 1: o JG o i, and la = 1: (p). 
Thus, we can regard it as a map 
n, 0 j : J,‘(a) + J,l(,u,). 
There is a smooth Lie group homomorphism $r : S, + (G,),0 defined by projection onto 
the first factor. The first component g of (g, u) E S, lies in (G,),ALi because 
implies, from the second component, that g E G, and from the first component, the identity 
lzp,*a = 0, and the G,-equivariance of the map la, that g also leaves ILL, invariant. 
The map rra o j is equivariant with respect to the action of S, on the domain and (G,),,, on 
the range via the homomorphism I/I. Thus, n, o j induces a smooth map 
Diagram chasing, as above, shows that this map is symplectic and hence an immersion. 
We will show that this map is a diffeomorphism by finding an inverse. We begin with the 
construction of a map (see Figure 3.2) 
4 : J,‘ba) + P,. 
To do this, take an equivalence class [z], E J;’ (/.L~) c P, for z E Ji’ (a), that is, the V-orbit 
of z. For each such point, we will try to choose some u E V such that vz E J;‘(a). For this to 
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Figure 3.2. The maps in the proof of the semidirect product reduction theorem 
hold, we must have 
(CL, a> = Jdw). 
By equivariance, the right hand side equals 
uJsb9 = (es ~,>(JG(I), Jv(z)) 
= (~3 ~)(JG(z), a> 
= (JG(z) + p,*@>, a>. 
Thus, we require that 
I-L = JG(z) + p,T(d. 
That this is possible follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. If& = {u E g* ) ujg, = 0) denotes the annihilator ofg0 
$3:: = {&l I u E V). 
Proof. The identity we showed above, namely ~zp,“u = 0, shows that 
0: 1 {P,TQ I u E VI. 
in g*, we have 
Now we use the following elementary fact from linear algebra. Let E and F be vector spaces, 
and FO c F be a subspace. Let T : E + F’ be a linear map whose range lies in the annihilator 
Ftf’ of Fc, and such that every element f E F that annihilates the range of T is in Fo. Then T 
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maps onto F,O. (We are phrasing things this way so that the basic framework will also apply 
in the infinite dimensional case, with the understanding that at this point one would invoke 
arguments used in the Fredholm alternative theorem. In the finite dimensional case, the result 
may be proved by a dimension count.) 
In our case, we choose E = V, F = 8, Fo = go, and we let T : V + g* be defined by 
T(v) = p,*(a). To verify the hypothesis, note that we have already shown that the range of T 
lies in the annihilator of ga. Let c E B annihilate the range of T. Thus, for all u E V, 
and so c E ga as required. Thus, the lemma is proved. 0 
We apply the lemma to p - JC (z), which is in the annihilator of ga because [z], E J;’ (kLL,) 
and hence 1% (Jc (p)) = pa. Thus there is a u such that I_L - JC (z) = ~,*a. 
The above argument shows how to construct u so that uz E J,‘(a). We define the map 
4 : [zla E J,'b-d * [wlo E Po, 
where II E V has been chosen as above and [uzla is the &,-equivalence class in P,, of uz. 
To show that the map 4 so constructed is well defined, we replace z by another epresentative 
uz of the same class [z],; here u is an arbitrary element of V. Then one chooses ~11 so that 
Js(vluz) = CT. Now we must show that [uz]~ = [~~uz]~. In other words, we must show 
that there is a group element (g, w) E S, such that (g, w>(e, v)z = (e, vl>(e, u)z. This will 
hold if we can show that (g, w) := (e, vl)(e, u)(e, u>-’ E S,. However, by construction, 
Js(vz) = CT = Js(vl uz); in other words, we have 
0 = (IA a) = (e, u)Jdz> = (e, ul)(e, ~)Js(z). 
Thus, by isolating Js(z), we get (e, ~)-‘a = (e, u>-‘(e, VI>-‘a and so the element (g, w) = 
(e, v,)(e, u)(e, v)-’ belongs to S,. Thus, the map 4 is well defined. 
The strategy for proving smoothness of 4 is to choose a local trivialization of the V bundle 
J;l (a) + J;’ (pa) and define a local section which takes values in the image of J;’ (a) under 
the embedding j. Smoothness of the local section follows by using a complement o the kernel 
of the linear map ZI H &(a) that defines the solution u of the equation p,*(u) = /_L - JG (z). 
Using such a complement depending smoothly on the data creates a uniquely defined smooth 
selection of a solution. 
Next, we must show that the map 4 is (G.)Kn-invariant. To see this, let [zl, E J;’ (pL,) 
and let go E (GAlLo. Choose u E V so that vz E J;‘(a) and let u E V be chosen so that 
ugoz E Jil (CT). We must show that [uz], = [ugozlo. Thus, we must find an element (g, w) E 
S, such that (g, w)(e, u)z = (e, u)(gu, 0)~. This will hold if we can show that (g, w) := 
(e, u)(go, O)(e, u)-’ E S,. Since IS = Js(uz) = Js(uguz), by equivariance of JS we get, 
0 = (e, u)Jdz> = (e, u)(go, O)Jdz>. 
Isolating Js(z), this implies that (e, ~)-‘a = (go, O)-‘(e, u)-‘g which means that indeed 
(g, w) = (e, u)(go, O)(e, v)-’ E S,,. Hence rj is (G,),n-invariant, and so induces a well defined 
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Chasing the definitions shows that [$] is the inverse of the map [n, o j]. 
Smoothness of [$] follows from smoothness of 4 since the quotient by the group action, n, is 
a smooth surjective submersion. Thus, both [n, o j] and 4 are symplectic diffeomorphisms. 0 
In this framework, one can also, of course, reduce the dynamics of a given invariant Hamil- 
tonian as was done for the case of reduction by T*S by stages. 
Remarks. (1) Choose P = T*S in the preceding theorem, with the cotangent action of S on 
T*S induced by left translations of S on itself. Reducing T*S by the action of V gives a space 
naturally isomorphic to T*G-this may be checked directly, but we will detail the real reason 
this is so in the next section. Thus, the reduction by stages theorem gives as a corollary, the 
semidirect product reduction Theorem 3.1. 
(2) The original proof of this result in Marsden. Ratiu and Weinstein [29,30] essentially used 
the map [@I constructed above to obtain the required symplectic diffeomorphism. However, 
the generalization presented here to obtain reduction by stages for semidirect product actions, 
required an essential modification of the original method. 
(3) In the following section we shall give some details for reduction by stages for SE(3), the 
Euclidean group of R3. This illustrates the classical semidirect product reduction Theorem 3.1. 
We now briefly describe two examples which require the more general result of Theorem 3.2. 
First, consider a pseudo-rigid body in a fluid; that is, a body which can undergo linear defor- 
mations and moving through perfect potential flow, as in Leonard and Marsden [21]. Here the 
phase space is P = T* GE(3) (where GE(3) is the semidirect product GL(3) @Iw3) and the 
symmetry group we want to reduce by is SE(3); it acts on GE(3) on the left by composition 
and hence on T* GE(3) by cotangent lift. According to the general theory, we can reduce by the 
action of Iw3 first and then by SO(3). This example has the interesting feature that the center of 
mass need not move uniformly along a straight line, so the first reduction by translations is not 
trivial. The same thing happens for a rigid body moving in a fluid. 
A second, more sophisticated example is a fully elastic body, in which case, P is the cotangent 
bundle of the space of all embeddings of a reference configuration into IIB3 (as in Marsden and 
Hughes 1241) and we take the group again to be SE(3) acting by composition on the left. Again, 
one can perform reduction in two stages. 
We comment that the reduction by stages philosophy is quite helpful in understanding the 
dynamics and stability of underwater vehicle dynamics, as in [2 I]. 
(4) The next level of generality is the case of the semidirect product of two nonabelian groups. 
Namely, in the preceding case we replace the vector space (thought of as an Abelian group) V 
by a general Lie group N, with G acting on N by group homomorphisms. Already this case is 
quite interesting and nontrivial. We shall not discuss this situation in detail here, leaving it for 
Marsden, Misiolek, Perlmutter and Ratiu [25]. However, later on we shall briefly discuss the 
even more general case of group extensions, of which this is a special case. 
(5) An example involving the semidirect product of two nonabelian groups is the following. 
We consider the semidirect product SU(2) @ SU(2) where the first factor acts on the second 
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by conjugation. Each factor acts on C2 2 Iw4 in the obvious way and therefore the semidirect 
product does as well. The cotangent lift of this action gives a symplectic action on the cotangent 
bundle T*IR4. We can then study the reduction of this action by stages, reducing first by the 
normal subgroup SU(2) and then by the relevant quotient group. 
We believe that this example is related to the fact that the Laplace (also known as Runge- 
Lenz) vector, a conserved quantity in addition to the usual angular momentum for the Kepler 
problem, is connected with an SO(4) symmetry (modern references are Moser [35], Souriau [41], 
Bates [3], and Guillemin and Sternberg [ 121). 
4. Cotangent bundle reduction by stages for semidirect products 
In this section we will couple the semidirect product reduction theorem with cotangent 
bundle reduction theory in order to study the reduced spaces for the right cotangent lifted action 
of G @ V on T* (G @ V) in more detail. To carry this out, we first construct a mechanical 
connection on the bundle G @ V + G and prove that this connection is flat. This will allow us 
to identify (equivariantly) the first (V-reduced) space with (T*G, SIC,). We will then be in a 
position to apply the cotangent bundle reduction theory again to complete the orbit classification. 
4.1. Flatness of thejb-st connection 
As in Section 3, let S = G @ V be the semidirect product of a Lie group G and a vector 
space V with multiplication 
(g, u)(h, w> = (gh, u + gw), (4.1) 
where g, h E G and u, w E V. Recall that the Lie algebra of S is the semidirect product 
5 = 0 @ V with the commutator 
[Et U)? cut WI1 = (E? VI, ew - vu) t (4.2) 
where 6, rl E 0 and u, w E V. In what follows it is convenient to explicitly introduce the 
homomorphism 4 : G + Aut( V) defining the given G-representation on V. 
The mechanical connection. For the construction that follows we will recall the relevant 
definitions and basic properties of mechanical connections and locked inertia tensor (see Mars- 
den [23]). 
Let(.,.),and(., . ) v be two inner products on the Lie algebra 0 and on the vector space 
V, respectively. Then 
(09 u>, (V? w)), = (C, rl)g + (u, w)v, (4.3) 
for any (e, u) , (q, w) E 5 defines an inner product on 5. Extend it to a right-invariant Riemannian 
metric on S by 
((X3 ~1, (Y, w>)cs.u, = U&,u)&,u)-l W, ~1, T(g,u)R(g,u)-~ W, WI),, (4.4) 
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where (g, u> E S, (X, u), (K w) E T&.,)S, and R(R,,s) is right translation on S. (Our choice of 
right translarions is motivated by infinite dimensional applications to diffeomorphism groups 
etc. Of course, there is a left invariant analogue.) The derivative of Rch.,,,) is readily computed 
from (4. I) to be 
~(,~.l’l~(h.,l’) (Y. U) = (Y . h, z4 + T,@“(Y)), (4.5) 
where (Y. w) E Tcx,,,, S, Y h = T,R,(Y), Rh is the right translation on G, and 4”’ : G + V 
is given by 4’“‘(g) = gw. 
Since, by construction, the Riemannian metric (4.4) is also right V-invariant, the mechanical 
connection A” on S is defined by the formula 
J$,:,(X. u) = (L$,,, 0 Jv) ((W. ~1, +g.,:~) 3 (4.6) 
where lIC,q,l,) : V + V* is the locked inertia tensor and JV : T*S + V* is the momentum map 
for the action of V on T*S. The locked inertia tensor (see, for example, Marsden [23]) for the 
isometric action of a Lie group K on a manifold M is, for each x E M, the linear map I[,, : t 4 t* 
defined in terms of the Riemannian inner product (. , .) by b(<> v) = EM(X), v,w(l-)). 
The flatness calculation. The “reason” why the first reduced space is so simple is that the 
mechanical connection A” is flat. However, the proof of this is unexpectedly tricky. We begin 
by explicitly determining the locked inertia tensor and the mechanical connection. 
<liven M E V, from (4.1) we find the infinitesimal generator for the right V-action on S: 
(4.7) 
Thuk. the locked inertia tensor has the expression 
II (fi.“)(U)(Uj) = (US@? V)? ws(g, u))(,~,ll, = (gu* gn)v 
= (@(g)*$(g)u, W)“, 
(4.8) 
for any (g, u) E S and any U, u E V. Similarly, for any (X, U) E Tc,,,,,S and any 20 E V, we 
get from (4.4) (4.5), and (g, u))’ = (g-l, -g-‘/I), 
(Jv (KX u), .)c,~.~!I). w) = ((X> ~1, u(g, u))(~.,‘) 
= (T~g.d&u) 1 (X. ~1, T(g,,,)Rc,y.w (0, w>), 
= ((X U. u - Tgqf’(X)), (0. gw)), 
(4.9) 
= (4(g)*@ - T,&“(X)), W)\J. 
However, taking the derivative relative to h ate in the direction 6 E g in the identity @ “‘(hg) = 
@“(II) yields T,@ “‘(T,R&) = T,$“(<) = {uq that is, 
T& gm”’ = T,c,bl’ o T,R,~I. (4.10) 
Therefore 
Jv (((X u), &,uj) = @k)*(u - G$“V,R,+f)) 
= c#l(g>*(u - (X. g-‘b). 
(4.11) 
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Combining formulas (4.6), (4.8), and (4.1 l), we get 
“;,“,(x, U) = g-+4 - (X . g&v). (4.12) 
The following formula which was proved along the way will be useful later on: 
T(&“)Q&(X, u) = (X . g-‘3 24 - (X . g-‘Iv). (4.13) 
Theorem 4.1. The mechanical connection A’ dejined on the principal V-bundle S += G by 
formula (4.6) isjat. 
Remarks. If one’s goal is simply to pick a connection on the the principal V-bundle S + G 
in order to realize the first reduced space as T * G with the canonical structure, then one may use 
the trivial connection associated with the product structure S = G @ V, so that the connection 
form is simply projection to V. This connection has the needed equivariance properties to realize 
the reduced space as T*G and identifies the resulting action of G, as the right action on T*G. 
On the other hand, in more general situations in which the bundles may not be trivial, it is the 
mechanical connection which is used in the construction and so it is of interest to use it here as 
well. In particular, in the second stage of reduction, one needs a connection on the (generally) 
nontrivial bundle G -+ G/Ga and such a connection is naturally induced by the mechanical 
connection. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To calculate the curvature of .A’ it suffices to compute the exterior 
derivative d.A’. For this purpose, we shall extend (X, u), (Y, w) E Tcg,“)S to right invariant 
vector fields (2, ii) and (Y, W) on S. Concretely, if we define, { = X . g-‘, < = Y . g-’ E 8, 
we have by (4.5) and (4.13) 
(X, ii)@, 9 := T(e,o$(g,v)(L U - <v) = ({ . g, u + <(V - v)) , 
(Y, GM, i) := T(e,o)&,v)(L w - <v) = (< . g, w + <(C - v)). 
Therefore, by (4.12) we get 
d 
=- .Av dt r=O (‘=k’fcg. ‘J+fU) (C . @vC-gh w + W4 (4.14) 
d 
=- 
dt r=og 
-’ exp(-tU(w + t0 - T(V + tu)) 
= -g-‘((w - {II) 
and similarly 
Since 
(Y, w)[(.AV(X, ii))] = -g-l<@ - &fu). (4.15) 
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from (4.5) and (4.12) it follows that 
JI&,&(X U), (C W)l(g* 4) 
= -~,“,,“,(m 5‘1, tw - 5u - 16, s-b>. (g,d) 
= -JL&,(E, 51 . g, tw - <u) 
= -g-‘w - 5‘u - E, 51u). 
Using (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16), we get 
clJL&,((X u). (Y? w)) 
= (X, u)[JL”(Y, W)] - (Y, w)[JI”(% i)] - A;,“,(l(X: U), (Y> @I) 
= -g-‘((w - (-II) + g-‘<(u - ew> + g-yew - cu - I.$, (Iv) 
= 0. 
This proves that the curvature is zero. 0 
(4.16) 
Remark. The connection A” is not S-invariant. In contrast, the same construction for central 
extensions yields an invariant but nonflat mechanical connection, as we shall see shortly. 
4.2. Cotangent bundle structure of the orbits 
We now establish the extent to which coadjoint orbits are cotangent bundles (possibly with 
magnetic terms). We will illustrate the methods with SE(3). 
The structure theorem. The strategy is to combine the reduction by stages theorem with 
the cotangent bundle reduction theorem. We shall recover below a result of Ratiu [37,38,39] 
regarding the embedding of the semidirect product coadjoint orbits into cotangent bundles with 
magnetic terms but will provide a different proof based on connections. We consider here the 
lifted action of S on T*S (see Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem 4.2. Let S = G @ V be as above. Let a E JV (T*S) and reduce T*S by the action of 
V at a. There is a right G,-equivariant symplectic diffeomorphism between 
(T*S)U = Jv’(a)/V 2: (T*G, S’2,) , (4.17) 
where Q, = !&,, is the canonical symplectic form. Furthermore, let o = (p, a) E I?+ x V* 
and reduce T*S by the action of S at o obtaining the coadjoint orbit 0, through o. Then there 
is a symplectic diffeomorphism 
0, 2: J,‘(P~MG),~ (4.18) 
where y, = ~.LI~~. Letting (T*G),O be the reduced space for the action of G, on T*G, there is 
a symplectic embedding 
(T*G),, q (T* (G/(G&,,) 3 apa) 3 
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where fiFU = &,, - n*Blr, with ?BfiU a closed two form on G/(G,),‘,. The image of this 
embedding covers the base G/( Ga)P,. This embedding is a diffeomorphism onto T* (G/(G,),U) 
if G, is Abelian, in which case G/(G,)MU = G/G,. 
Proof. The fact that the spaces in (4.17) are symplectomorphic is a consequence of the standard 
cotangent bundle reduction theorem for abelian symmetry groups (see Abraham and Marsden 
[l] and Marsden [23]) combined with Theorem 4.1. As these references show, the symplecto- 
morphism is induced by the shift map 
hor : J;‘(a) + J,‘(O), hor(p(,.,)) = P(~,~) - (a, .$UjJ. 
To show the equivariance it only suffices to check that (again using concatenation otation for 
actions) 
hor(p(,,,) . (h, 0)) = (hoO(,.d) . (h, (0, (4.19) 
for any h E G,. However, if (X, U) E Tc~~,~) S, formulas (4.12), (4.5), and ha = a imply 
(a, JL&,(,,,,(X, u)) = (a, (gh)-‘(u - (X . (gh)-‘)v)) 
= (ha, g-‘(u - (X . (gh)-‘)v)) 
= (a, g-‘(u - ((X . h-l) . g-‘)u)) 
= (a, d&)(X . h-l, u)) 
= (a, “k,U,((X, ~1) . (h, O)-I)), 
which proves (4.19). 
The fact that the map in (4.18) is a symplectomorphism follows from Theorem 3.1 and the 
G,-equivariance in (4.17). The rest of the theorem is a direct consequence of the cotangent 
bundle reduction theorem once we compute the @LL,-component of the curvature the mechanical 
connection .AGa on G + G/(G,),(,. This connection is constructed analogously to JL” using 
the metric on G induced from (4.4). 
The two form !BFU is then obtained by dropping the exterior derivative of &EC; to the quotient 
G/ (G&. 0 
4.3. Calculation of AGu and dJLGcl 
We derive formulas for the connection and its curvature in a special case in which these 
formulas are particularly nice. We assume that Ad; o Ad, leaves ga invariant, where Ad: : g + 
g is the transpose (adjoint) of Ad, relative to the given metric ( f , . )e on g. This assumption 
holds, in particular, when (. , . )e is Ad-invariant. 
Theorem 4.3. Under the preceding assumption, we have 
.Acfl = P, 0 8L 
and 
u’“(g)(X,, YR) = -p, ([T&,-IX,, TK+ Y,l) , 
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where OL is the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G (given by GL(X,?) = Ts L,? I X,s) clnn 
IF’, : g + &, is orthogonal projection relative to the metric (. , . )8. 
Proof. We first compute the locked inertia tensor for the right action of G, on G. Let ( , ) 4 
denote the right invariant extension of the inner product ( . , . )g to an inner product on T,*G. so 
that (. , . ), = (. , )e and let 6, q E gn. By definition, the locked inertia tensor is given by 
Thus, 
n,(C) = (UP’,, 0 Ad; oAd,)(U . )e E 8:. 
Next, we compute J((X,, . ),I E 8:: 
(J((X,, .),)> 6) = (X,, tc(k'>) = (x,3 g . t), 
= (X, .g-',M,& 
= (Ad; X, . g-‘3 <jr 
= ((P, 0 Ad,‘oAd,)(g-’ X,),6),. 
We conclude that 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
J((X,, .)K) = (0% 0 Ad; oAdg)(g-’ . X,q), .I,. (4.22) 
By hypothesis, Ad: o Ad, leaves ga invariant, and since it is symmetric, it also leaves its 
orthogonal complement invariant and so it commutes with the orthogonal projection P,. Thus. 
we get 
J((X,, . jg) = ((K, 0 Ad; oAd,MMg-’ . &)I, .),. 
Therefore, combining (4.20) and (4.23), we get 
-@(g)(X,) = (I,’ 0 JKf,, .)g) 
= (IPa 0 eL>(xg>. 
(4.23) 
TO compute dAGo (g) (X,q, YK) extend X, , YK to left invariant vector fields X. Y. Then, 
dAGcs(g)(X,, Yg) = X,[.AGO(Y)] - Y&AGci(~)] - AG”(g)([x, r]) 
= -K([g-’ . x,, g-’ Y-,1), (4.24) 
since the first two terms vanish. 0 
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4.4. Example: SE(3) 
Following the earlier results of this section, we will use reduction by stages theory in the 
context of cotangent bundle reduction to classify the coadjoint orbits of SE(3). We will also 
make use of mechanical connections and their curvatures to compute the the coadjoint orbit 
symplectic forms. 
We begin by defining a right invariant metric on SE(3). Identify 
se(3) 2: sa(3) @ Iw3 
and define the natural inner product at the identity (see (4.3)) 
((X, a), (Y, b)),,, = -itr(XY) + (a, b), 
where (. , .) denotes the Euclidean inner product. Right invariance of the metric and (4.13) gives 
((XA, aA>, (YA, bA))(A,(r) 
= ((XA . A-‘, aA - (X, . A-‘)a), (Y,L, . A-‘, bA - (Y, . A-l)a))cr,oj 
= +(XA . A-’ . YA . A-‘) + ((X, . A-‘)a, (YA . A+) 
(4.25) 
- ((XA . A-%x bA) - ((YA . A-%, aA> + (aA7 bA). 
The mechanical connection for the principal Iw3 bundle SE(3) + SO(3), is given by (4.12): 
A”(A, CY)(XA, aA) = A-‘(aA - (XA * A-‘)@) 
and from Theorem 4.1, cut-v A” = d.A” = 0. 
We first reduce by the Iw3 cotangent lifted action. Let a E R3*. By the cotangent bundle 
reduction theorem, we have J,,‘(a)/@ = T*(SE(3)/R3) = T*(S0(3)) with symplectic form 
% = fit,,,. Next, suppose a = 0. Then G, = SO(3). Reduction by the SO(3) action gives now 
coadjoint orbits in SO(3). Thus O(a=o,w) = Sz. 
Assume a # 0. Depending on whether p = 0 or I_L # 0, we will now consider two cases. 
Suppose ,z = 0, then the group SE(3),/IWi 2 SO(3), 2 S’ now acts on the first reduced space. 
Note that SO(3)/SO(3), 2: Si is the sphere through a E R3. Thus, reducing by this SO(3), 
action at pu, = 0 gives, by another application of the cotangent bundle reduction theorem for 
Abelian groups, (T * Sz, &,). 
Next consider the case p # 0. Thus, after the first reduction, by the Iw3 action at the point 
a # 0, we have P, = (T*SO(3), !i&,,) as before. Next, we form the group G, = SO(3), which 
acts by cotangent lift on T*S0(3). Now, consider the bundle SO(3) -+ SO(3)/SO(3), 2 Sz. 
This S’ bundle inherits a metric from the bundle SE(3) -+ SO(3), which is SO(3) invariant. 
Let us now investigate the connection and curvature on this bundle. It is convenient to use 
the Lie algebra isomorphism x H x^ : IR3 + SO(~) defined by the cross product: X^U = x x U. 
We then define the metric 
(x^,F)I = (x, Y) = -$c9 
and for XA, YA E TASO(~), 
(XA, YA)A = -itr(XA . A-’ 1 YA * A-‘). 
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The Lie algebra of SO(3), 2: S’ is span(a), so for U, u E IR, we have 
w0(3)(A) = T 
dt f=o 
Aexp(fuZ) = AZ, (4.26) 
so that by right invariance and the identity Ai?A-’ = z we get 
(I[(A)ua, vu) = (AZ, Aula)A 
= uv(AZ, AZ)A 
= uu(AZA-‘, AZA-‘), 
(4.27) 
II 
= uv(Aa, Au)~ = (ua, vu). 
We conclude that !J(A)(uu) = uu and that II-’ = vu. Next, taking u E IR, the SO(3), 
momentum map J : T”SO(3) -+ span(u) Z IR is given by 
J ((x,4, ')A)(=) =(XAJ%0(3&%)A 
= (XA, AG)A 
so that 
= (x, . A-‘, AGA-‘), 
= (AdA- (XA . A-‘), i+ 
= (A-’ . x/z,, &i)l, 
1 h* J ((XA, .)A) = stApl . XA,~)IU. (4.28) 
Therefore. 
JIGn(A)(X~) := (II,’ oJ)((XA, *)A) = &CA-' .XA,~IZ. (4.29) 
To find the curvature of JIG0 ,wecomputedJIGC1(A)(XA,YA).LetXA=?.A,Y~=~.AE 
TASO(3). Denote by X, r the right invariant vector fields whose values at I are x” and F 
respectively. 
Then (4.29) and the identities A-‘x^A = AT, (I?+ 21 = (x, y), imply 
yA[~G"%l= fi _ Jt’“(X)((exp ty)A) .Z 
t-0 
=- it _ JLGo((expt~)A)(x^. (exptF)A) .ii 
t-o 
(4.30) 
d 1 
=- -(A-’ exp(-t$?(exp ty)A, Zii)[ .ii 
dt t=o IIu~~~ 
d 
-‘(A-’ exp(-ty)x, u) . a^ 
dt r=o lb112 
= &(A-% x .~>,a) .Z. 
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Similarly 
X,4 [JIG0 (F)] = - +&A-b x Y>, a)z. 
Finally, 
.AGU([X, Y])(A) = JIGO(A)(-[x^, 3 . A)2 
= -&A-b x Y), a)2 
so that (4.30), (4.3 l), and (4.32) 
dJLGu(A)(XA, YA) = X,[JIGu(Y)] - YAIJLGO(X)] - JLGU([X, Y])(A) 
= ---&A-‘(x x y), u)zi, 
(4.3 1) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
where XA = x^ . A, YA = j; . A E TASO(3). Note that this equation agrees with the result of 
Theorem 4.3. This two-form on SO(3) clearly induces a two form B on the sphere Si of radius 
Ibll by 
‘B(Au)(x x Au, Y x Aa) = - ,,ull2 L(A-‘(x x y), u)i;. (4.34) 
Given p E SO(~)* Z IR3, its restriction to SO(~), 2 IF8 equals (,Y, a). Therefore, in this case 
BPU = (h, a)‘B, that is, 
BP0 (n: x Au, y x Au) = - $(A-% x Y>, a). 
Invoking the cotangent bundle reduction theorem we can conclude: 
(4.35) 
Theorem 4.4. The coudjoint orbits of SE(3) are of the following types: 
- O(a=0,/1) 21 ($7 w/L); 
- %+o,~=o) ” (T*S:, &an); 
- Q~+o.~#o) 2 (T*S:, Q2,,, - n*%,); 
where oP is the orbit symplectic form on the sphere Si of radius II t.~ II, pa is the orthogonal 
projection of p to span{u], n : T*Sz -+ Sj is the cotangent bundle projection, !&,, is the 
canonical symplectic structure on T*Si, and the two-form BB,” on the sphere Si of radius /la I( 
is given by formula (4.35). 
5. Reduction by stages for group extensions 
We now embark on extending the preceding theory to the case of arbitrary group extensions. 
Some results in this general direction are those of Landsman [20], Sjamaar and Lerman [40], 
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and Ziegler [45]. The results in [20] make many interesting links with quantization. Duval. 
Elhadad, Gotay, Sniatycki and Tuynman [9] give a nice interpretation of semidirect products in 
the context of BRST theory and quantization and apply it to the pseudo rigid body. The results 
in 140) deal with general extensions, but only at zero levels of the momentum map and only 
for compact groups. Unfortunately this does not cover the case of semidirect products and their 
proofs do not seem to generalize, so it overlaps very little with the work here. [45] makes a lot of 
nice links with the orbit method and symplectic versions of Mackey’s induced representations, 
amongst other things. 
5. I. The Heisenberg group 
To motivate the more general theory for group extensions, we first consider one of the basic 
examples, namely the Heisenberg group (see for example, Guillemin and Stemberg [ 1 I]). While 
this example is quite simple, it illustrates nicely what some of the issues are in the general theory 
that were not encountered in the theory for semidirect products. Thus, we present his example 
in a direct way before presenting the general construction. 
Definitions and cocycles. We start with the commutative group Iw* with its standard symplectic 
form w, the usual area form on the plane. It is easy to show that w satisfies the group cocycle law 
so that we can centrally extend 1w2 by Iw to form the group H = I!%* @ R with multiplication 
(u, a)(u. B) = (u + 21, @J + B + w(u, v)). (5.1) 
The identity element is (0.0) and the inverse of (u, a) is given by (u, a)-’ = (-u, -au). We 
compute the corresponding Lie algebra cocycle, C, from the Lie algebra bracket as follows. 
Conjugation is given by 
Thus, 
(u, a)(u. ,H)(-u, -a) = (u, B + 2w(u, VI>. 
and 
Ad(,,,,,(Y, b) = (Y, b + 2w(u, Y)) 
](X, a). (Y. b)l = (0,2w(X, Y)), 
where (X, n), (Y, b) E 4 = R” ~3 R. Using this, we read off the Lie algebra cocycle, 
C(X, Y) = 20(X, Y). 
Coadjoint orbits. Identify b* with Iw3 via the Euclidean inner product. The previous formulas 
imply then 
where I_C, ~1 E R2, (Y, u E R, and J(ui , ~2) = (~2, -ul) is the matrix of the standard symplectic 
structure on Iw2. Therefore, the coadjoint orbits of the Heisenberg group are: 
- Q,.o, = ((PL, 0)); 
- (AF.,1#0) = R2 x {VI- 
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The mechanical connection. Next, consider the right principal IR bundle H + JR’. Following 
the exposition in the case of semidirect products, we construct a right H invariant metric on H 
from which we can derive a mechanical connection on the IR bundle. Set 
(G, a>, (Y, b)) = (X, Y> + ab, (5.2) 
for (X, a), (Y, b) E lo and where the Euclidean inner product, (., .) in IR* is used in the first 
summand. If (X(,,,), a(,,,)) E T(,,&, then 
and, in particular, 
T(u,a)&,a)-l WW+ a(,,,)) = (Xk+ qu,4 - 4X(u,4y4> E b. 
Thus, the right invariant metric on H is given by 
((X,W,? a(W))7 (YOUI bW))(,,,) 
= (X(,,,), Y(U,cr)) + a(u,cy)b(,,a) - a(,,,)w(Y(,,,), u) - b(u,a)W(X(U,(Y)t u  
+ W(X(U,lY), U)~(Y(U,cu), u). 
Given a E R, the infinitesimal generator for the right R action on H is 
aH(u, cx) = - it t=O (v, cr)(O, ta) = (0, a). 
Combining these formulas yields the expression of the associated locked inertia tensor: 
&,)(a)(b) = (aH(u, a>, bH(u, a))(,~ = ab 
For any (X(,,,), a(,,,)) E qU,(y)H ad b E R we get 
(JR (((X(,,,), a(,,,)), .)+)) 7 b) = ((X(u,a)7 a(,,,)), (0, b)),U,a) 
= (a(u.cy) - 4X(u,u), u)) b. 
Thus, the mechanical connection has the expression 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
A@, a)(X(,,,), a(,,,)) = a(,.,) - dx~), u>. (5.5) 
Proceeding as in the previous section, an easy calculation shows that 
d.A(u, a)((X(,,,), a(,,,)), (Y(u,,l)j b(u,a9) = ~w(X(~,~), Y(u,u))- (5.6) 
This two-form induces a closed two-form 23, the curvature form, on the quotient H/R 21 R* 
bY 
‘B(u)(X, Y) = wx, n, 
for u, X, Y E iR*. 
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The first reduced space. Reducing T * H by the central Iw action at a point II E lR* 2 Iw gives 
J~‘(u)/lR ” (T*R*, Sl - n*C&), 
where 2 is a symplectic diffeomorphism equivariant with respect to the remaining Iw2 action 
and IB, = uB, that is, 
23,(X, Y) = 2!Jw(X, Y), 
for U, X, Y E Iw*. 
(5.7) 
We now have a first reduced space and an action on it by cotangent lift. It remains to compute 
the reduced spaces for this action. To do this we will need to use non-equivariant reduction, 
since the momentum map for this remaining action is no longer equivariant. Equivariance is 
lost precisely because of the presence of the magnetic term in the first reduced space. This lack 
of equivariance is thejrst major difference with the semidirect product case. 
Calculation of the momentum map. Given a cotangent lifted action of G on (T* Q, &,, - 
n*B) where B is a closed two form on Q, suppose that there is a linear map e H cp6 from g 
to functions on Q such that for all c E g , we have ic, B = d@ (where it denotes the interior 
product). In these circumstances, a momentum map is verified to be J = J,,, - niq, where 
ny : T*Q + Q is cotangent bundle projection. 
In the case of the Heisenberg group, let & be the momentum map for the translation action 
of R2 on (Iw*, 2vw), that is, 
6(x, y) = 24y, -x) (5.8) 
where we identified Iw** and Iw2 by means of the Euclidean inner product. Denote coordinates on 
T*R2 by (x, y, px, py). Again using the above identification of Iw2 with its dual, the canonical 
momentum is given by 
Jcanb, Y, px, P,> = (px, pY> (5.9) 
and hence the momentum map of the lifted Iw2 action on the first reduced space (T*IR2, !&,, - 
2un&w) is the map J, : T*R2 + IR2 given by 
Ju(x, Y, px, P,) = (px - 2~~3 pY + 2~x1. (5.10) 
This formula shows that for p = (pt , p2) E IR2, 
J;‘(P) = ((~3 Y, px, ps) I px = 2vy + ~1, P!: = -2ux + ~21. (5.11) 
Clearly the map (x , y) E IR* H (x, y, px , py) E J;’ (p) defined by these equations for px , p, 
is a diffeomorphism. The level sets of J, are therefore two-dimensional planes. We will next 
compute the subgroup that we quotient these sets by to complete the second stage reduction. 
It is a well known result of Souriau that one can modify the action with a cocycle so that the 
momentum map becomes equivariant relative to this new affine action on the dual of the Lie 
algebra (see, e.g., Marsden and Ratiu [28]). This affine G action on g* with respect to which 
the momentum map becomes equivariant is given by 
(5.12) 
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where a(g) is the group I-cocycle associated with the non-equivariance of the momentum 
map. 
Lemma 5.1. Let p E Iw2. The isotropy subgroupfor p, using this afine action, is (0,O) ifv # 0 
andislR* ifv = 0. 
Proof. Recalling the definition of the group one-cocycle o” : Iw2 + Iw2* Z I?&* (see [28], 
Section 12.4) and using the fact that the coadjoint action of Iw2 is trivial (since Iw2 is Abelian), 
we get 
(o”(a,b), (61~62)) 
that is, 
= (Ju((at b)(x, Y, pxv py>>, (<I~&)) 
- @c&,-lJ&, Y, pr, pyL 6, ,621) 
= (JUG +x3 b + Y, px, P,>, ($1, $2)) 
- (Jvb, Y, PA, P& (41, $2)) 
= ((px - 20 + Y), py + 20 + x>>, C~I, C-2)) 
- ((PI - 2VY, Py + 24, (tlv C2)) 
= 2v((-b, a>, (h,t2>), 
o”(a, b) = 2u(-b, a). (5.13) 
Therefore, the affine action is 
(a, b) . (PI, ~2) = (PI, ~2) + W-b, a> (5.14) 
andtheisotropyof(pt, p~)consistsofall(a, b) E IW2suchthat(pl, p2) = (p,, p2)+2v(-b,a), 
from which the conclusion follows trivially. 0 
The second reduced space. First consider the case v = 0. The first reduced space is 
(T*R2, fit,,,). Thus, reduction by the remaining Iw2 action gives single points. 
For the case u # 0 reduction at any point p is a plane since we quotient the set 
J&4 = {<x9 Y> P~~P~~IPx=~~Y+P,~P,=-~~~+P2}. 
by the identity. We next calculate the reduced symplectic forms on these planes. This is done 
by restricting the symplectic form on T*R2 to the level sets of J,. 
Proposition 5.2. The coadjoint orbit symplecticformfor the orbit through thepoint (v, (~1, ~2)) 
is given by wo,,,(x, y)(X, Y) = 2x0(X, Y). 
Proof. Let (x, y) be coordinates of the coadjoint orbit through (u, (~1, ~2)). The embedding 
of the plane J;‘(p) into T*R2 is given by 
+ : (x, y> t-+ (x, y, 2vy + PI, -2vx + P2). 
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We then have 
%cd(x, y)(x. y) 
- !b*~*dJl”tx, Y>(X, n 
= x, .2uY2 - Y, .2!Jx* + XT. (-2uY,) - Y*. (-2!JX,) 
- 1Cr*n*dJl,(x, y)(X, Y) 
= 4nw(x, v)(X, Y) - 2uw(x, y)(X, Y) 
= 2uw(x, J)(X, Y), 
(5.15) 
where we have used the fact that n o 1// = id. Cl 
Although one can check it directly in this case, the fact that the reduction by stages procedure 
gives the coadjoint orbits of the Heisenberg group is a consequence of the general theory of the 
next subsection. 
5.2. The main steps in the general construction 
The setup. We start with a symplectic manifold (P, Q) and a Lie group M that acts on P and 
has an Ad*-equivariant momentum map JM : P + m*, where m is the Lie algebra of M. We 
shall denote this action by @ : M x P -+ P and the mapping associated with a group element 
mEMby@,:P+P. 
Assume that N is a normal subgroup of M and denote its Lie algebra by n. Let i : n + m 
denote the inclusion and let i* : m* + n* be its dual, which is the natural projection given by 
restriction of linear functionals. The equivariant momentum map for the action of the group N 
on P is given by 
JAI(Z) = i*(J,w(d> (5.16) 
as is well known and easily verified. Let u E n* be a regular value of JN and let N,, be the 
isotropy subgroup of u for the coadjoint action of N on its Lie algebra. We suppose that the 
action of N,, (and in fact that of M) is free and proper and form the$rst symplectic reduced 
space :
P,, = J,' W/N,,. 
Since N is a normal subgroup, the adjoint action of M on its Lie algebra m leaves the 
subalgebra n invariant, and so it induces a dual action of M on n*. By construction, the inclusion 
map i : n + m is equivariant with respect to the action of M on the domain and range. Thus, 
the dual i* : m* -+ n* is equivariant with respect to the dual action of M. 
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Because N is a subgroup of M, the adjoint action of N on n coincides with the restriction of 
the action of A4 on n to the subgroup N. Dualizing this, we obtain: 
Lemma 5.3. The restriction of the action of M on n* to the subgroup N coincides with the 
coadjoint action of N on n*. 
Let M, denote the isotropy subgroup of u E n” for the action of M on n*. It follows from 
the preceding lemma and normality of N in M that 
N,=M,nN. (5.17) 
To see that M, II N c N,, let II E 44, fl N so that, regarded as an element of M, it fixes u. But 
since the action of N on n* induced by the action of M on n* coincides with the coadjoint action 
by the above lemma, this means that IE fixes v using the coadjoint action. The other inclusion is 
obvious. 
Caution. In the case of semidirect products, where we can regard n* as a subspace of m*, the 
action of a group element n E N regarded as an element of M on the space m* need not leave 
the subspace n* invariant. That is, its coadjoint action regarded as an element of M need not 
restrict to the coadjoint action regarded as an element of N. Rather than restricting, one must 
project the actions using the map i*, as we have described. Thus, one has to be careful about 
the space in which one is computing the isotropy of an element u. 
Induced actions of quotient groups. It is an elementary fact that the intersection of a normal 
subgroup N with another subgroup is normal in that subgroup, so we get: 
Lemma 5.4. The subgroup N, c M is normal in M,. 
Thus, we can form the quotient group M,/N,. In the context of semidirect products, with the 
second factor being a vector space V, MU/NV reduces to G, where we have written u = a, as 
before. However, if the second factor is nonabelian, M,/ N, need not be G,. (It is another group 
G” that is computed in Marsden, Misiolek, Perlmutter and Ratiu [25]). 
Lemma 5.5. There is a well dejined symplectic action of M, / N, on the reduced space P,. This 
action will be denoted W,. 
Proof. First of all, using equivariance of JM and i*, we note that the action of M, on P leaves 
the set JN1 (u) invariant. The action of a group element m E M, on this space will be denoted 
@; : J,‘(u) -+ J,‘(u). 
It is a general fact that when a group K acts on a manifold Q, and L c K is a normal 
subgroup, then the quotient group K/L acts on the quotient space Q/L. If .TTL : Q + Q/L 
denotes the projection, qk : Q + Q denotes the given action of a group element k E K, and 
@h, : Q/L + Q/L denotes the quotient action of an element [k] E K/L, then we have 
9& O?rL =rctL. O\Irk, 
that is, the projection onto the quotient is equivariant with respect to the two actions via the 
group projection. 
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These general considerations how that the group MU/N, has a well defined action on the 
space P,,. The action of a group element [m] E MU/NV will be denoted by q[,l,+ : P, -+ P,,. 
We shall now show that this action is symplectic. 
Let n, : JN1 (u) -+ P, denote the natural projection and i V : J&‘(u) -+ P be the inclusion. 
By the equivariance of the projection, we have, 
qIm1.” on, =7cvo@;, 
for all m E M,. Since the action a” is the restriction of the action 0 of M, we get 
Qnt 0 i, = i, 0 @i 
for each m E M,,. 
Recall from the reduction theorem that i,*!2 = n,“S2,. Therefore, 
n,‘q;m,,“% = (a,) ” *rc,*fi2, = (@z)*i,*Q = iE@kQ = i,*s2 = n,fS12,. 
Since n,, is a surjective submersion, we may conclude that 
‘vr*m, “s-2” = a,,. 
Thus, we have a symplectic action of MU/N, on P,,. 0 
An induced momentum map. We now generalize the argument given for the case of the 
semidirect products to show that there is a momentum map for the action of MU/N, on P, 
that we just defined. The Heisenberg example already shows that we should not expect this 
momentum map to be equivariant in general. 
Before doing this, we prepare the following elementary but useful lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. Let M be a Lie group and let N be a normal subgroup with corresponding Lie 
algebras m and n. For n E N andfor ff E m, we have 
Proof Let Z, : M -+ M denote the inner automorphism for n E N, defined by 
Z,(m) = nmn-’ 
Since the map Ad,, is the derivative of the inner automorphism with respect to 172 at the identity, 
we get 
Ad, < - 6 = $I,_,, [k(exp(@))] exP(-t<) 
=- d”, l=. (n[exp(tOln-‘1 exp(-tt) (5.18) 
=- it = n[eqM>>n-’ exp(-tt>l. t 0 
Since N is a normal subgroup, exp(te))n-’ exp(-t$) is a curve in N (passing through the point 
n-’ at t = 0), so the result is some element in n. 0 
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The next task is to establish the manner in which the momentum map JW : P --, m* induces 
a map J, : P, + (m,/n,)*. 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose N, is connected. Then a map J, : P, + (mu/n,)* is well deJined by 
the relation 
where 
(I-:)* o J, o n, = k: o JM o i, - V (5.19) 
rV : M, + M,/N, 
is the canonical projection, 
r: : m, + mu/n, 
is the induced Lie algebra homomorphism, 
k, : m, + m 
is the inclusion, 
n, : J$(u) + P, 
is the projection, 
i, : J,‘(u) + P 
is the inclusion, and V is some chosen extension of ~1,” to m,. Equivalently, we have 
(J,W>, El) = (JAI(Z), 4) - (c, 6) (5.20) 
where z E JN’ (u), t E m,, v E n*, [z] = n,(z) denotes the equivalence class of z in 
P, = J,‘(v)/N, and [e] = r,(c) denotes the equivalence class oft in m,/n,. 
Proof. It may be helpful to refer to Figure 5.1 
First of all, we show that the definition is independent of the representative of [cl. To do this, 
it suffices to show that the right hand side of (5.20) vanishes when < E n,. However, for 6 E n, 
we have 
(JM(z), 6) = (JN(z), C) = (v, t), 
since JN (z) = u. Therefore, in this case, 
(JM(z), 6) - (i, 0 = (JN(z), 6) - (v, <) = (v, 6) - (v, 6) = 0. 
Next, we must show that the right hand side is independent of the representative of [z]. Let 
n E NV. We must show that 
(J.&d9 t) - (Et 6) 
is independent of IZ. This is clearly equivalent o showing that (JM (nz), {) = (Ju(z), 6) for all 
n E N,. By equivariance of Jw, this in turn is equivalent o 
(Jdzh Ad,’ t) = (JM(z), 6) 
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Figure 5.1. Some of the maps involved in reduction by stages 
for all IZ E N,; i.e., the vanishing of f(n), where 
f(n) = (Jdz), Ad,’ t - C) = (v, Ad,’ t - t) 
by Lemma 5.6, for z E J,v (u) and < E m, fixed and for n E iV,,. 
To show that f vanishes, first of all, note that f(e) = 0. Second, we note that the differential 
of f at the identity in the direction v E n, is given by 
df(e) . q = (v, -ad,<) = -(adzu, t) = 0 
since JN(z) = u and since ad;v = 0 because q E n,. 
Next, we show that f(ntn2) = f(nt) + f(n2). To do this, we write 
f(n1n2> = (u, Ad& 6 - t) = (I), Ad,’ Ad;,’ t - Ad;’ 6 + Ad,;2l t - t), 
However. 
(u, Ad,’ Ad;,’ 6 - Ad,’ 6) = (Ad;;, u, Ad,’ 6 - <) = (u, Ad;,’ 6 - 6). 
This calculation shows that f(ntn2) = f(nt) + f(n2) as we desired. 
Differentiating this relation with respect to n 1 at the identity gives 
df(n2) 0 T&z, = df(e) = 0 
and hence df = 0 on N,. Since N, is connected we conclude that f = 0, which is what we 
desired to show. 0 
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Verifying J, is a momentum map. Now we show that J, is a momentum map, ignoring 
questions of equivariance for the moment. We shall compute its cocycle shortly. 
Proposition 5.8. The map J, in the preceding lemma is a momentum map for the action of 
M,/N, on P,. 
Proof. We first observe that J, does depend on the extension fi of VI - n,. If VI and V2 are two 
such extensions then (VI - &)I,,, = 0 and so it equals (r:)*(p) for p E (mu/n,)*. Formula 
(5.19) shows that the difference of the two corresponding momentum maps equals p (which is 
precisely the ambiguity in the definition of the momentum map; recall that momentum maps 
are defined only up to the addition of constant elements in the dual of the Lie algebra). 
Secondly, we compute the infinitesimal generator given by [t] = r:(c) E mu/n,. Since 
exp, tr:(C) = r,(exp$), 
where exp, : m,/n, +- MU/N, is the exponential map of the Lie group 44,/N” and exp is that 
of M,, we get for z E JN’ (u) using the definition of the MU/NV-action on P,, 
El~,([zl) = $1 _ exp, o-:(6) . In, 
t-0 
=--- 
:t = ru(exptC) . n,(z) 
t 0 (5.21) 
that is, 
d 
=--- 
dt t=o 
TV (exp tt . z) 
= Tz~&(z)), 
El~,Uzl> = T,G(~P(z)). (5.22) 
Thirdly, denote by JL : P + IF& the map &(z) = (JM (z), c) and similarly for JAC1 : P + IR 
and note that (5.19) can be written as 
/‘CJ(n”(z)) = &z) - (6 C) ” f . 
Taking the z-derivative of this relation in the direction 21 E TzJN1 (u), we get 
d.l’c’(lr,(z)) . T,n,(u) = d.&(z) . u ” (5.23) 
Letting !& denote the symplectic form on P,, for z E JN’ (u), { E m,, v E T, JN1 (u), we get 
from (5.22) and (5.23) 
= (J@“) (z> (lTP(Z>, v> 
= (i,*CJ) (z)(<P(z), v) = d&(z) . u 
= dJ:%,(z)) . T,rr,(v), 
(5.24) 
which proves that J, given by (5.19) is a momentum map for the M,/N,-action on P,. 0 
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Computing the cocycle of J,. We are now ready to analyze the extent to which we have a 
lack of equivariance of J, by computing the associated cocycle. 
Proposition 5.9. The (mu/n,)*-valued one-cocycle rrr of the momentum map J, is determined 
by 
(r:)*(m([m])> = Adz_, 6 - ij, 
where (r:,)* : (mu/n,)* -+ rnz is the dual ofr:. 
Proof. Since 
AdrL((,) r:(C) = r:(A& 0 
for any m E ML,, < E m,, and z E J;‘(U), we have 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(Ju([ml[zl> - AdTmIm, Ju([zl), El) 
= (J,([mzl), El) - (Jv([zl), A$pEl) 
= (JM(mz>, 6) - (CT t) - (J,([zl>, [A&-l tl) 
= (Ad;-, JM(z), 6) - (c, t) - (J,+,(z), Ad,,e 6) + (c, Ad,+ 6) 
= (V, Ad,,-! $ - 6) 
= (Ad;_, V - V, t). 
Note that if 6 E n,, then Ad,-! 6 E n,, since IV’, is a normal subgroup of M,. Therefore, 
denoting by mu the action of m E M, C M on u E n*, we have 
(Ad;_, V, {) = (V, Ad,+ .$) 
= (u, Ad,+ 6) (5.27) 
= (mu,$) = (u,C), 
since m E M,. This shows that 
Adz_, V - V E n: 
where nt = {h E rn: 1 A I,,,, = 0} is the annihilator of n, in rn:. 
However, since r: : m, + m,/n, is surjective, its dual (t-i)* : (mu/n,)* -+ rn: is injective 
and it is easy to verify that 
(r:)* ((m/n”)*) c n:. 
Since 
dim ((r:)* ((m,/n,)*)) = dim (m,/n,) = dimm, - dimn, = dimnt 
it follows that 
(r:)* ((mu/n”)*) = nO,. (5.28) 
(We take the expedient view that in infinite dimensions, this needs to be proven on a case by 
case basis.) Because of (5.28) it follows that there is a unique m(m) E (m,/n,)* such that 
Ad:_, V - V = (r:)*(m(m)). 
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Let ml, m2 E M,. Dualizing relation (5.25) we get 
(~:)*(tir(mlmz)) = Ad;m,mz)-l i; - V 
= Ad;;, Ad;;, ij - Ad;_, in + Ad;;, V - V 
I 
= Ad;;, (Ad;;, i; - V) + Ad;;, V - V 
= Ad:;, (r:)*(m&)) + (r:)*(m(mr)) 
= (r:)*(m(ml)) + (r:)*(Ad;?,,,-1 m(M) 
= (r:)*(Zrr(m1) + Ad;,,,-, m(m2)). 
Injectivity of (t-L)* implies that 
rir(mlm2) = m(ml) + Ad&,,-, m(m2). 
In particular, if m E 44, and IZ E NV, this relation yields 
m(nm) = m(n) + AdTn,_, tir(m) = m(n) + m(m), 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
since [n] = e. Now we show that m(n) = 0. Indeed, if e E m,, 
((r:)*(m(n)), t) = W-& i - v, t) 
= (Is, Ad,+ e - 6) 
= (u, Ad,+ .4 - 0, 
(5.3 1) 
since by Lemma 5.6, Ad,-1 .$ - c E n,. However, we already showed in the previous lemma 
that for N, connected 
(u, Ad,+ &Y - {) = 0. 
Thus, for any n E N,, m E Mu, we have m(nm) = m(m), which proves that m(n) does 
depend on [m] and not on m. Denoting this map by the same letter nr : M,/N, + (m,/n,)* 
the formula (5.30) shows that it is a one-cocycle on MU/N,. 0 
Computation of the isotropy group. As we discussed with the Heisenberg example, in the case 
of non-equivariant momentum maps reduction may be carried out by modifying the coadjoint 
action with a cocycle. Namely, for 
we consider the modified action 
[mlh = Ad;,,-, h + tir([ml). 
Given (T E m* define I, = CT],, E n* and p E (mu/n,)* by 
(r:)*(p) = Plm, - i, 
where V is an arbitrary extension of u I,,, to m,. This is makes sense since, for Q E n,, the right 
hand side satisfies 
(0 lItI, - v, r]) = (a, q) - (V, q) = (u, rl) - (u, rl) = 09 
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that is, CT 1 u - i E nt, Observe that p depends on the choice of extension i; of u. 
Proposition 5.10. (Mu/N,), = TV ((Mv),l,,) . 
Proof. Note that [m] E (MU/N,), if and only if 
G-:>*(P) = (r:>*([mld = <r:>*(Ad;n+ P  m(M)) 
= Ad;-, (r:>*p + (r:)*(m([ml)> 
= Adz-1 (a ]m, - V) + Ad;_, V - V = Ad;._, (almU) - V 
= (Ad;_, a)lm, - V, 
since m E M,. This is equivalent o 
(09 0 - (C? 0 = (P> El) 
= ([ml,, El) 
= ((Ad;-, o.)lm,, t) - (i, t)t 
for all 6 E m,, which says that 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
that is m E (M,),I,, . Therefore, we showed that [ml E (Mu/N,), if and only if m E (M,),I,~, , 
which proves the statement. 0 
5.3. The main reduction by stages theorem 
Having established these preliminary facts, we can state the main reduction by stages theorem 
for group extensions. So far, we have reduced P by the action of N at the point u to obtain P,. 
Now P, can be further reduced by the action of MU/N, at a regular value p E (m,/n,)*. Let 
this second reduced space be denoted by 
Pv,p = J&v, @)I(MuINu), 
where, as usual, (44,/N,), is the isotropy subgroup for the action of the group MU/N, on the 
dual of its Lie algebra. 
Assume that CJ E m* is a given regular element of JM so that we can form the reduced space 
P, = J;l(a)/W, 
where Ma is the isotropy subgroup of 0 for the action of M on m*. We also require that the 
relation 
(r:)*(p) = k;cr - V. 
holds. We assume that the following condition holds: 
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Hypothesis. For all (T~,OZ E m* such that 
01 Im, = ~2lnI” and 01 In = ~2lnt 
there exists n E N, such that a2 = Ad,*_, 01. 
This hypothesis holds for semidirect products, central extensions, and, more generally semidi- 
rect products with cocycles. 
With this assumption, we can state the main theorem. 
Theorem 5.11 (Reduction by Stages for Group Extensions). Using the notations and hypotheses 
introduced above, there is a (natural) symplectic diffeomorphism between P, and PU,p. 
We have set things up so that the proof now proceeds just as in the case of semidirect products. 
We refer the reader to Marsden, Misiolek, Perlmutter and Ratiu [25] for details as well as for 
further exploration of (amongst other things): 
1. the case of the semidirect product of two nonabelian groups; 
2. the use of the cotangent bundle reduction theorem in the group extension context; 
3. the interpretation of cocycles as curvatures of mechanical connections; 
4. exploration of specific examples such as the Bott-Virasoro group and applications to the 
KdV equation. 
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